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This document has been developed by the Game Advertising Ecosystem Guide Working Group, 

part of the Interactive Advertising Bureau’s Games Committee, who worked to provide a concise 

overview of today’s gamers and game advertising options.

The IAB acknowledges Sandro Camarao from MediaBrix, who chaired the working group effort to 

create this document along with leadership from the Games Committee co-chairs,  Kym Nelson 

from Twitch, and Jack Koch from Electronic Arts with working group contributions from ad4game, 

Big Fish Games, eMarketer, IDC, Flurry and TreSensa. All committee members were invited to 

review and provide comment on the first draft of the document.

About the IAB Games Committee

The IAB Games Committee is dedicated to showing the value and scale of gaming as an 

advertising medium which is driven by engaging content and cross platform solutions.  All efforts 

are centered on client objectives and needs which include creativity, scale and measurement.  

The complete list of companies represented on the committee can be found in the Appendix of 

this document.

This document is on the IAB website at: www.iab.net

About the IAB

The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) is comprised of more than 600 leading media and 

technology companies that are responsible for selling 86 percent of online advertising in the 

United States. On behalf of its members, the IAB is dedicated to the growth of the interactive 

advertising marketplace, of interactive share of total marketing spend and of its members’ share 

of total marketing spend. The IAB educates marketers, agencies, media companies and the 

wider business community about the value of interactive advertising. Working with its member 

companies, the IAB evaluates and recommends standards and practices and fields critical 

research on interactive advertising. Founded in 1996, the IAB is headquartered in New York with a 

public policy office in Washington, D.C. For more information, please visit iab.net.

Susan Borst

Director, Industry Initiatives

(212) 380-4731

susan@iab.net
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Introduction
With over 1.7 billion players worldwide* and 195 million in North America* alone, gaming 

has penetrated all demographic segments with multiple generations growing up playing games 

across multiple devices.  With the growth of social media and the importance of earned media, 

the gaming experience has expanded further into a social experience that provides higher levels 

of engagement and brand impact.  This paper provides an overview of today’s game play with a 

summary of game advertising ecosystem, outlining:

•  The evolving and dynamic gamer landscape and trends

•  The two main categories of games that can be played across multiple devices 

•  The three types of advertising formats available to marketers and agencies with examples

•  The most common performance models 

•  The most common revenue models

•  The future evolution of game advertising

It is intended that this overview will be the launching point for deeper dives into the three types of 

advertising formats with buying guidance in subsequent reports.

* Source: Newzoo Global Games Market Report 2014 

Background
The Evolving and Dynamic Gamer Landscape

Game play dynamics have changed significantly in the past few years as a result of new 

technology, plus social and mobile adoption.  It is important to understand the changing 

dynamics of both gamers and gaming to understand the advertising opportunities that games 

afford brands/marketers.  Increasingly, savvy marketers put games in the context of highly 

engaging entertainment content that represents significant opportunity to engage a wide 

demographic target 24/7.  

Focusing on on-line and mobile phone gaming, eMarketer data shows projected player gains 

among the four core segments of gamers:  Online Casual Gamers, Social Gamers, Online 

Console Gamers and Mobile Phone Gamers, with the largest growth shown for mobile due to 

continued adoption of smartphones and tablets in the US. To put this in context, “By 2016, 80% 

of smartphone users will game on their devices.”
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Four Key Gamer Trends
The four key trends that have had the most impact on the gamer landscape in the past few years 

are: 

Driven by mobile/social games, overall player demographics have changed dramatically. 

The gaming population is becoming more and more diverse, and developers – and brands - have 

taken notice.  Per Flurry, “the most successful companies in the new mobile economy deeply 

understand consumer behavior differences by game genre.”  
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Free-to-play business models have redefined the marketplace

Many games are now free to play or try. This has been a big shift away from games that were 

once only available for purchase or by subscription.  This makes a greater variety of games 

available so players are now trying more and more games rather than sticking to one or two.  It 

also means it’s harder to retain players when the next “hot” new game comes around.

The free-to-play business model (aka freemium), where consumers download and play the “core 

loop” of a game for free, but then pay for virtual goods and currency through micro-transactions, 

is the most prolific business model in the new era of digital distribution. 

Games are going more and more mobile

In the U.S., mobile penetration is 101%, meaning there is at least one phone for every American 

and game play on mobile devices continues to rise driven by smartphone adoption as well as 

accessibility of free games.  Per eMarketer, it is projected that by 2017, nearly three quarters of all 

mobile phone users will use their phones to play games.  This represents nearly 60% of the US 

population. 

http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Half-of-US-Mobile-Users-Play-Games-2013/1009928
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Introduction

When evaluating play by mobile device, we see the role that tablets play, noting variation by 

platform. Per the below data from IDC, nearly 50% of gamers’ favorite iOS devices were iPads 

whereas the percentage of tablet use as a “favorite” was lower on Android.  IDC points out that 

there are some significant demographic differences that exist across these platforms that are 

also important for marketers to understand (e.g., Household income is higher for iOS vs. Android, 

Kindle Fire skews female.) 

Source: IDC Study, n=1,117

The growth of cross-screen gaming and time spent on games continues to rise

Mobile is driving both growth and behavioral changes for game play.  With mobile, time spent 

playing has grown significantly, as has cross screen-play and the shift has been dramatic. Per a 

Newzoo Study, over 40 million American gamers, or 24% of all gamers, play on all four screens: 

TV, computer, feature/smartphones and tablets/handheld consoles. 
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To build on this, Forbes Magazine notes that ‘The future of gaming isn’t proprietary hardware; it’s 

in user-choice and cross-platform playability’.

The Game Advertising Marketplace
The Two Primary Game Types

Games fall in mainly two categories that can be played across multiple devices.  Each category 

provides vastly different experiences that usually attract distinct demographics.
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The social aspect of gaming is important regardless of game type.  When evaluating Casual vs. 

Core games, there is a spectrum of “more social” vs. “less social” games.  This is an important 

consideration for marketers when determining game appropriateness for a brand based on 

strategic objectives.

Source: Interactive Advertising Bureau 2014

The Three Main Game Advertising Types
The game ecosystem can be a tough one for brand marketers to navigate initially because it 

offers a way to reach a massive and engaged audience that circumvents issues prevalent in other 

forms of digital media - such as banner blindness and viewability. With offerings ranging from 

programmatic and RTB to deep integrations and custom branded opportunities, games provides 

a scalable way for marketers to finally think beyond just interstitials, banners, and pre-roll video 

ads, which users often ignore resulting in poor performance. On the contrary, games can deliver 

brands with some of the most innovative digital ads today such as units that can offer players 

rewards, value exchange video advertising, rich media creative, branded content and more. 

Because games can be found on all platforms and devices, there are a great variety of ad 

opportunities and formats. The three main ways agencies and brands can get involved with 

games from less immersive turnkey around-game display ads, to more immersive and elaborate 

custom integrations - all which reach a fully engaged audience are: 
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Source: Interactive Advertising Bureau

The below provides more detail into the three game advertising types, with visual representations 

for each.

Around Game Ads
Description:  This game advertising type includes game sponsorship of display units around the 

game.  Display or digital video ads are shown while the game loads or can show during natural 

breaks in gameplay, such as between levels (“inter-level”,) or between rounds of play. Increasingly, 

the videos are skippable after a specific timeframe, and many now incorporate interactive 

elements within the video as shown in the McDonalds example on the following page. 

•  Game Skinning Ad

•  Standard IAB Unit Ads

•  Pre/Post and Inter-Level Game Ads

•  Traditional, Skippable and Interactive Digital Video

10
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Around Game Advertising Examples

   Nordstrom’s in Zynga’s World With Friends             Dunkin’ Donuts in EA’s Scrabble

      Google ad that plays while a game loads             Interactive video pre-roll ad for McDonalds from BrightRoll
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In-Game Ads
Description: As the header describes, these are ads placed within the game. There are two 

primary types. From our friends at the ESA, these are defined as follows:

1. Either static or dynamically served in-game ads that are integrated into the game

 environment. These are defined as follows:

Integrations & Static Advertising - Some of the first examples of in-game advertising 

were static, or unchanging, consisting of simple in-game product placement or virtual 

billboards. Artists or programmers placed these brands and advertisements directly into a 

game, after which they could not be altered. Nowadays brands can be deeply integrated 

into the game experience and storyline, adding value and realism to the game while also 

evoking the brand’s core values. For example, the inclusion of Gatorade into EA’s Madden 

25 console game title mimics the real-life usage and sponsorship of Gatorade in the NFL, 

and adds authenticity to the gameplay experience. Although many of these types of ads 

and integrations are still programmed into the game during the development process, they 

can also be added after the game is released via a game update or content download.

Dynamic Advertising - Advances in the connectivity of gaming devices now enable in-

game advertising to be served dynamically into pre-set inventory locations, just like other 

forms of digital media. Unlike integrations or static advertising which are programmed 

into the game itself, dynamic advertising can be updated remotely through an ad server. 

Advertisers can target these ads according geographical location, time of day, etc., 

allowing more flexibility and efficiency for campaigns. Because dynamic ads do not have 

to be hard-coded into the game by programmers, advertisers no longer need to formulate 

and insert their messages months in advance. Furthermore, many of these dynamic 

advertising placements leverage standard IAB ad sizes and requirements – making 

dynamic in-game advertising a very scalable media channel.

Types of Static/Dynamic Advertising:

•  Static In-Game Ad

•  In-Game Product Integration

•  Dynamic In-Game Ad (aka “DIGA”)
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In-Game Advertising Examples

            Tim Hortons in EA’s NHL ‘14

    Techron billboard in Street Race Rivals Game (MediaBrix)

         Lion’s Gate in Poptropica (Initiative) 
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2. Value Exchange is a model that is gaining in popularity with marketers, developers, and 

gamers. These ads allow players to engage with an ad in exchange for in-game content 

and rewards, such as a new game level, in-game currency, branded items, etc.  Value 

Exchange ads are typically completely optional, allowing gamers to view the ads and gain 

the rewards at their convenience or the most opportune time. When there are prompts to 

engage with the ad, they are triggered based on specific moments in a game and usually 

integrated within the user flow and contextual with the player’s experience.  The actual 

functionality of Value Exchange ads can be as simple as a single ad or video, or an offer 

wall as shown in the Facebook game advertising (Crowdstar’s Happy Aquarium) images 

below.

There are also other types of value exchange ads where the game offers help in return for 

engaging with the advertiser’s ad in some way.  

How value exchange ads can work using this TMobile Example:

Image via MediaBrix
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The value exchange proposition can include a wide variety of ways for consumers to 

interact with a brand, with the brand returning the favor and becoming the hero of the 

game. Propositions can include:

•  A social share – e.g., Watch this video and share on Facebook

•  Participate in a poll – e.g., Watch a video and answer a poll

•  Purchase intent – e.g., Watch a commercial and visit the online site

•  Coupon – e.g., Watch an ad and download a coupon

•  App Install – e.g., Watch an ad and install an app

Examples:

Pop Chips Video and Poll Value Exchange ad via SponsorPay,             Brand reward for achievement for Pillsbury via MediaBrix

3. Other In-Game Content Programs can include downloadable content, micro-transactions/  

branded rewards, or retail product partnerships. These programs enhance the gaming 

experience while not disrupting game play, giving marketers a unique way to make 

meaningful connections with players both in-and-out of the game. In-game content 

programs can lead to increased engagement, message recall and overall user experience 

with the brand.
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Types of In-Game Content Integrations:

•  Downloadable Content

•  Micro-Transactions 

•  Retail Activations

•  Other Custom Integrations

Lexus integration in Draw Something game (MediaBrix), micro-transactions for Gran Turismo PlayStation, X-box in-app 
purchase notice, Plants vs.  Zombies micro-transactions, Boar’s Head and Disney Value Exchange ad via Glo Gaming
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Custom Branded Games (aka Advergames)
Description: These are custom-made games specifically designed around a brand and act as 

de-facto longer format ads, cleverly blending brand messaging with a fun, interactive gaming 

experience to achieve campaign objectives. Advertiser assets are integrated directly into these 

games in order to create a uniquely brand-appropriate look. The ideal is to provide a clear link 

between the brand and the game, without interfering with player engagement—indeed, in the best 

custom branded games, removing the branding from the game would diminish the overall gaming 

experience.

The first two examples are IAB MIXX Award winners from 2014. More detail and case studies 

about these campaigns can be found here. The creativity shown for custom brand games 

continues to evolve.

Giraffas Fast Food Service - Mobile game integrates            Naked Juice integration with Facebook Farmville 2 for Wholesome 
with paper tray. Created by Mood & TBWA             Wave Donations. Created by OMD

             Chipotle Scarecrow Game. Created by Moonbot Studios
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The Most Common Game Advertising Performance Models
When it comes to measuring campaign performance of game advertising, there are five main 

performance models, four of which are consistent with measurement for most types of digital 

advertising campaigns, while one is unique to games.  These include:

Game Revenue Models
There are three main Game Revenue Models:

1. Download = price paid when downloading the app

2.  In-Game = In-game items from the developer such as virtual goods, levels, premium items,  

 etc.

3. Ad-supported = All ad types described above, including value exchange

Focusing on mobile, while it is clear that game downloads are important, the largest growth in 

game revenue models is coming from In-Game and Ad-Supported, with solid growth projected 

through 2017.  With more ad options than ever before, and the user engagement on mobile, 

marketers are reaping the rewards of game advertising. 
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Conclusion
With impressive scale and engagement, gaming represents a powerful form of media 

consumption that reaches a broad target audience that marketers can no longer continue to 

ignore. But in order for marketers to capitalize on this seismic shift, they must take to heart all the 

above to ensure their ads will have maximum impact and achieve their full potential.

Increasingly, brands are viewing games as valuable and highly engaging content that fits in 

both their content marketing and paid brand advertising efforts.  The evidence is clear that the 

demographics for games are more inclusive than ever.  

Future trends that will continue to impact games and game advertising include: 

•  Data will support continued game advertising growth driven by brands.

The industry will see increases in brand metrics, analytics and real-time messaging 

including location based actions to increase campaign performance for brand marketers.  

The evolution of location-based actions in a game advertising opens the way for enhanced 

relevance and retail applications. 

-  It is important to note that tracking and targeting capabilities with mobile data will 

be different versus desktop data.



•  New ad format innovation will enhance player experience.

Marketers will continue to evolve beyond standard banner ads and pre-roll video ads with 

games to embrace new creative units that offer players rewards, value exchange video 

advertising, rich media creative, branded content and more.  Brands will find new ways 

to actually be the hero of a game, taking part in the user experience and offering players 

rewards during moments of “achievement” such as a new high score, or help a person to 

continue playing when a stuck on a level and in need of help.

•  Mobile gaming will continue to thrive with both downloaded app games and mobile  

 web games that leverage HTML5.

Advertisers will have more distribution and revenue options for their games with native 

games for iOS or GooglePlay as well as branded mobile web games that play directly from 

a mobile web site or link within a tweet, chat or post without having to download an app. 
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